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NOTATION

AB Length of line tangent to the generating circle to a point on
involute - r e

g

AG  Area of gap

A, Area of involute

Ap Area of pocket

D Hydraulic diameter

f Friction factor

Dimensional conversion factor

GAP Distance between sides of two vanes

H Height of scroll vanes

HL  Head loss

L Length of perimeter of an involute

N Number of vanes on a plate
V

P Pressure

R Defined as = r 61

r Generating radiusg

r°  Orbiting radius - rgY

t Vane thickness = r *

V Velocity
w Flowrate through gap between scroll vanes

X Defined as - OR

Y Total distance between vane sides - gap + Yo

vii



Y Side clearance between two vanes
0

Length of line tangent to the generating circle to apoint on an

involute = r 6
g

BIE Angle of inner sealing surface at the end of the pocket

sIS Angle of inner sealing surface at the start of the pocket

BOE Angle of outer sealing surface at the end of the pocket

BOS Angle of outer sealing surface at the start of the pocket

y Angle between mating scroll surfaces f a-

a Phase angle between scroll plates = i/N v
q V

* Angle between the starting axis of the edges of a vane

6 Angular position

P Density

Absolute viscosity
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

2
cm Square centimeter

3
cm Cubic centimeter

deg Angular degree

F Degree Fahrenheit

hp Horsepower

in. Inch

in. 2  Square inch

3
* in. Cubic inch

kW Kilowatt

mm Millimeter

Pa Pascal

psi Pound per square inch

rpm Revolution per minute

pm Micrometer
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ABSTRACT

Two 3000-psi (2.07 x 107 Pa) hydraulic pumps,
designed using the principles of the scroll mechanism,
were built and evaluated to determine their feasibil-
ity for future shipboard hydraulic service. This
report presents the geometry, mathematical models, and
machining techniques required to fabricate these pro-
totypes. The first-generation pump demonstrated a
95 percent volumetric efficiency at 500 psi (3.4 x
106 Pa), while the improved synchronously rotating
drive mechanism of the second-generation unit elfin-
mnated the vibration and balance problems of the
first-generation orbiting drive arrangement. This

report also presents reconmmendations for follow-on
scroll pump work. However, based on the results to
date, the program has been suspended, pending evalua-
tion of other Navy pump concepts.

Thisworkwas ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Thisworkwasaccomplished under Independent Exploratory Development

funding, Task Area Z-F61-512-001. The Work Unit number was 1-2703-100.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

The Navy is engaged in ongoing programs to increase the operating

efficiency and performance of its shipboard auxiliary equipment. A math-4

ematical analysis of a scroll pump concept shows it to have good potential

as a high volumetric-efficiency, high-pressure pump. An attractive ship-
7

board application of the scroll mechanism is as a 3000-psi (2.07 x 10 Pa),

positive displacement, hydraulic pump having few moving parts. The scroll

pump would be quieter and have less fluid pulsation because its discharge

flowrate is nearly constant. Also, the required critical clearances of

such a pump would tend to diminish as the scrolls wear in, instead of

increasing as in conventional pumps. Hence, the volumetric efficiency of

the scroll pump should remain high as a function of time.
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SCOPE

ment of two prototype scroll hydraulic pumps.

APPROACH

The general geometric relationships used in the design of scroll

mechanisms are presented in Appendix A. Mathematical predictions were

made on the pressures, flowrates, and loads in the pump. Based on these

design predictions, two prototype pumps were built and experimentally

evaluated. The design data used for each of the prototypes is given in

Table 1. The investigation of the two pump designs (first-generation and

second-generation) are reported separately. However, the conclusions and

recommendat ions are based on the information from both pumps.

DESCRIPTION OF PROTOTYPE--FIRST-GENERATION PUM4P

BASIC DESIGN

Figures 1 and 2 show the involute vanes on the stationary scroll

plate and the moving scroll plate of the first-generation pump. The mov-

ing scroll plate travels in an orbiting motion about the center of the

stationary plate. An Oldham ring is used to allow the moving plate to

orbit but to prevent it from rotating about its own center. A crankpin

that is eccentrically mounted to the drive shaft drives the moving scroll

- plate via bearings (Figure 3). The drive shaft and the stationary scroll

plate are positioned on the same cente~rline; hence, the orbiting radius

is the distance from the center of the drive shaft to the center of the

offset crankpin. A counterweight on the drive shaft balances the moving

scroll plate. The secondary moments are not balanced, nor is the Oldham

ring. Because the drive shaft is in a high-pressure area, a labyrinth

seal on the shaft drops the pressure so that a low-pressure, mechanical

face seal can be used where the shaft goes through the case.

2



TABLE 1 - PROTOTYPE SCROLL HYDRAULIC PUMP DESIGN DATA

Description First-Generation Second-Generation
Pump Pump

Generating radius 0.326 in. 0.237 in.
(8.28 m) (6.02 mm)

Orbiting radius 0.142 in. 0.372 in.

(3.61 m) (9.45 mn)

Number of vanes per plate 2 1

Number of pockets 4 2

Width of vane 0.369 in. 0.372 in.
(9.37 mm) (9.45 mm)

Phase angle between plages 90 deg 180 deg

Angle of outside contact on 471 deg 590 deg

inside scroll vane

Single pocket area 1.540 in.
2  4.40 in.2

(9.94 cm2) (28.38 cm
2 )

Height of vanes 0.240 in. 0.252 In.

(6.10 mm) (6.40 mm)

Single pocket'volume 0.370 in. 
3  1.109 in. 3

(6.06 cm3 ) (18.17 cm
3 )

Displacement per revolution 1.480 in. 3  2.218 in. 3

(24.25 cm
3 ) (36.35 cm

3)

Scroll Plate Material:

Moving - Driver HY tool steel Nodular cast iron

Stationary - Driven Low carbon steel Nodular cast iron

!3
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The area around the outside diameter of the scroll plates is the suc-

tion chamber. Figure 4 shows the basic pumping cycle. Liquid begins the

pumping cycle (A), when it enters a pocket created between two scroll

vanes. When the pocket is full, a contact point between the two scroll

vanes is established at the outer edge at the same time the contact point

at the inner edge opens (B). The outer contact point then progresses

toward the center (C, D, E). The volume of the pocket diminishes as the

contact point moves toward the center, thereby delivering the liquid that

was contained in the pocket. When all of the liquid has been delivered,

the sealing point opens and the cycle repeats. The liquid discharges

through a hole in the center of the stationary plate.

The moving scroll plate is free to move axially so that it is able

* to compensate for wear of the two scroll plates. The moving scroll plate

is pushed toward the stationary scroll plate by pressurizing the area

behind the moving scroll plate. A mechanical face seal seals against the

back side of the moving scroll plate and prevents the high-pressure fluid

behind the plate from leaking into the suction chamber. From the math-

ematical analysis of the scroll pumping cycle it was found that, when theI

inner contact point opens and the liquid contained in the pocket begins

to discharge, the rate of change of the pocket volume is greater than the

volume that can pass through the discharge opening. While this problem

only lasts for a small part of the cycle, it results in severe over-

pressurization during that time. The additional loading that results

causes inefficiencies and probable mechanical damage to the pump. This

problem was solved 1by providing an additional discharge port. At the time

that the normal discharge port begins to slowly open, the additional dis-

charge port opens rapidly and provides a discharge area many times greater

than the area of the normal discharge port operating alone. These addi-

tional discharge ports are visible in Figures 1 and 2. Liquid is trans-

ferred from the pocket into the "T" shaped slots in a vane and into the

center discharge area.

7
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FABRICATION

Conventional machining techniques vere used for all of the components

except the scroll plates. These vere machined on a numerically controlled

milling machine that could not blend the X and Y coordinates. As a result

the flanks of the scroll vanes had small steps in them. After machining,

the set of scroll plates were put into a lapping fixture that held the

plates in the proper position while it was in operation. During the lap-

ping procedure, the correct angular position (referred to as the phase

angle and described in Appendix A) between the two scroll plates was

determined and marked so that the plates would be put into the same posi-

tion when installed into the pump housing. Lapping was continued until

the plates showed a wear pattern of full contact between them. The steps

in the flanks of the scroll vanes were also lapped smooth.

After lapping, the moving scroll plate was balanced by placing it and

the drive shaft as an assembly into the balancing machine. As previously

mentioned, the secondary moments were not balanced.

TEST PROCEDURE--FIRST-GENERATION PUMP

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A piping schematic of the pump installation is shown in Figure 5. A

brief description of the diagram follows:

The receiver tank holds approximately eighty gallons of type 2190

* turbine oil and is kept under a pressure of 25 to 40 psi (1.7 to 2.5 x

10 5 Pa) by the nitrogen bottle (F). A 25 pim filter filters all oil leav-

ing the receiver tank. An auxiliary pump (A) provides pressure behind

the moving plate at start up. Once the scroll develops sufficient dis-

charge pressure the three-way valve (5) is positioned to provide pressure

behind the moving plate from the discharge line. At that time, the aux-

) iliary pump can be valved out of the system. A needle valve (8) regulates

the pressure behind the moving plate.

An accumulator (C) is connected to the discharge line to dampen

pulsations in the fluid flow and a relief valve (D) protects against

overpressurization of the discharge line. A 10 p'm filter in the

'.7 9
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discharge line protects the turbine-type flow meter from particle damage.

Discharge pressure is controlled by a throttling valve (6). The oil then

passes through either a heater or cooler, as necessary, to keep the oil

between 95 F and 105 F (35 C to 41 C).

Power to drive the pump is provided by a 900 rpm - 25 hp (18.7 kW)

ac motor.

INSTRUMENTATION

Transducers were used during testing to determine pressure at the

following points:

1. discharge pressure immediately out of the case

2. pressure behind the moving plate

3. suction pressure at the inlet

4. receiver tank pressure

5. pressure in the shaft seal area

The various temperatures monitored with thermocouples were:

1. discharge temperature of the oil

2. suction temperature of the oil

3. oil temperature in the rear cavity of the pump

4. oil temperature in the shaft seal

5. oil entering and leaving the heat exchangers

A rotary transformer torque transducer measured the input shaft

*torque and rpm.

A turbine-type flow meter measured the flow rate in the discharge

line.

Strain gages were placed on the Oldham ring as shown in Figure 6 to

determine the magnitude and direction of the torque applied to the ring.

A linear voltage displacement transducer was used to determine the

distance between the moving and stationary plates (Figure 3). An accel-

erometer was later mounted on the case to determine the relative position

of the plates with respect to noise.

All outputs were conditioned to be either displayed on an oscillo-

scope or recorded on a digital multipoint recorder.

1i
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OPERATION

A series of tests were conducted lasting two to four hours in dura-

tion. Before the start of each test, the plates were positioned manually

(for gap clearance) and a check was made to ensure that the seal behind

the moving plate was seated. Nitrogen was used to supply a positive

head of 25 to 40 psi (1.7 to 2.7 x 10 Pa) and the oil was circulated

through the heat exchangers to maintain a uniform 100 F (38 C) temper-
ature.

Each test consisted of bringing the pump up to a prespecified dis-

charge pressure. Then, by regulatinS thte pressure behind the moving

plate, data was collected for various ratios of discharge pressure to

pressure behind the plate. Temperatures and pressures (see "Instrumenta-
q tion" section above for list) were recorded on a data logger which would

be used later to determine the operating efficiencies at different condi-

tions. An oscilloscope and camera were used in conjunction with the linear

voltage displacement transducer to record the distance between the plates.

RESULTS--FIRST-GENERATION PUMP

Initially, the pump was operated one hour, disassembled and inspected.

The wear patterns on the two scroll plates indicated it was necessary to

correct the phase angle between the two plates. This procedure was re-

peated until the correct phase angle was obtained. The wear pattern

- still showed that the two plates were hitting on the outside edges of the

vanes. The outside radius of the vanes on both plates was reground to

* eliminate the possibility that the plates were separating because of the

interference at these radii. This was repeated until there was no longer

evidence that the radii were hitting. Static leakage out of the discharge

port was measured with the suction chamber and the area behind the moving
5scroll plate pressurized to 100 psi (6.9 x 10 Pa). These results are

shown in Figure 7 as a function of drive shaft angle. The position of

the scroll plates and the shape of the radii were not changed for the

remainder of the evaluation.

The force pushing the moving scroll plate into the stationary scroll

plate was determined to have a significant effect on the volumetric

13
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eff-iciency of the pump. Figure 8 shows the effect this farce had f or

constant discharge pressures. The force behind the moving scroll plate

was produced by fluid pressure tapped from the discharge line. The

abscissa of Figure 8 is the ratio of pressure behind the moving scroll

plate divided by pump discharge pressure. This ratio will henceforth be

referred to as the closure ratio. Volumetric efficiency versus discharge

pressure, at a constant closure ratio equal to 0.75, is shown in Figure 9.

Overall efficiency versus discharge pressure is plotted in Figure 10,

which shows the values for three days of operation. The points corre-

sponding to a closure ratio of 0.75 are also shown.

The force applied to the Oldham ring was monitored on an oscillo-

scope. The trace verified calculations that the moment about the center

of the moving scroll changes direction every 90 deg of drive shaft rota-

tion. The amplitude of the average torque was very low but, as shown in

Figure 11, the change in direction was readily apparent. The upper trace

on Figure 11 is an indication of shaft rotation, a signal being registered

every 90 deg.

The linear voltage displacement transducer indicated the axial posi-

* tion of the moving scroll plate only up to approximately 500 psi (3.4 x

10 6Pa) discharge pressure. Beyond that pressure, the trace from the

displacement transducer showed that the moving plate had moved into the

stationary plate which is not possible.

Evaluation of the pump was stopped when the volumetric efficiency

dropped off suddenly. The unit was disassembled and inspection revealed

0 that the two scroll plates had galled between a vane tip and the opposing

valley. Figure 12 is a view of the damaged area on the moving plate and

Figure 13 shows the stationary plate.

DISCUSSION--FIRST-GENERATION PUMP

The mathematical model of leakage past the scroll's vane flanks is

described in Appendix B. Another leakage path in the scroll pump is

across the tip of the vanes. This can be modeled by employing equations
2

presented by Stepanoff. In Stepanoff's case, the leakage path is a

diametral clearance; whereas the leakage path in the scroll can be

15
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* visualized as a diametral clearance which has been straightened out.

These equations should yield a good approximation of the leakage flow

rate.

With this assumption, predictions of volumetric efficiency were made

based on the geometry and running conditions of the first-generation

pump. Figure 14 shows the volumetric efficiency predictions plotted for

various flank clearances with the tip clearance equal to zero. Figure 15

shows the predicted volumetric efficiency plotted for various tip clear-

ances with the flank clearance equal to zero. From a comparison of the

two graphs, it is apparent that tip clearance has a greater influence on

volumetric efficiency than does the flank clearance. This is as expected

because the tip leakage path is much shorter than the flank leakage path.

When the static leakage test was conducted (Figure 7), the area

behind the moving scroll plate was pressurized and the discharge port was

open to atmosphere. If it is assumed that the tip clearance is zero in

this condition, the flank leakage model can be applied by using average

values of the observed static leakage and the pressure difference to

determine a flank clearance. This clearance was calculated to be 0.0025

* in. (63.5 jim). The leakage due to the above calculated flank clearance

was then added to the leakage of various tip clearances for the same

pressure. To aid in a comparison of predicted versus observed data, the

calculated leakage is shown in Figure 16 along with the volumetric effi-

ciency measured with a closure ratio equal to 0.75. The line for a tip

clearance equal to 0.002 in. (50.8 jm) is in good agreement for pressures

less than 500 psi (3.4 x 10 6Pa). The flank clearance cannot change

because it is mechanically constrained; but the tip clearance can change

because the moving plate is not positively located in the axial direction.

Therefore, it appears that above 500 psi (3.4 x 10 6Pa) the tip clearance

increased.

This corresponds to the point where the linear transducer was no

longer able to track the axial position of the moving plate. To better

understand this, the forces on the moving scroll in the axial direction

were examined. From this examination, it was determined that when the

volume in a pocket changes from suction to discharge it does so very fast,

22
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resulting in a large change in the force pushing the scroll plates apart.

This was modeled using the following assumptions: (1) the pressure pro-

file across a scroll vane is linear when there is discharge pressure on

one side and suction pressure on the other; (2) the maximum force trying

to open the scroll plates occurs when the pocket is at discharge pres-

sure; (3) the minimum force trying to open the scroll plates occurs when

the pocket is at suction pressure; and (4) the force trying to open the

scroll at other points in the cycle is a linear relationship between the

maximum and minimum. This prediction is shown in Figure 17. The force

trying to close the scroll plates is produced by the pressure applied

behind the moving scroll plate. This is a.constant force and wouldI be a

horizontal line on the figure. The closing force can be adjusted so that

it is sufficient to keep the scroll plates together when the opening g

* force is a maximum. However, when the opening force is at a minimum the

closing force would then be pushing the scroll plates together with a

force equal to the difference between the maximum and minimum opening

forces.

When the required closure ratio was calculated using the model, the

* result was a closure ratio of 0.45 to 0.50 for the full pressure range.

This is much less than the closure ratio necessary to get the maximum

volumetric efficiency (Figure 8) in the operating pump. The explanation

would be that the pressures in the discharge area and behind the moving J
scroll plate are not fully understood. However, it is certain that the

axial force fluctuates an amount ac least equal to the pocket area normal

* to the scroll plate multiplied by the discharge pressure.

The need to enlarge the external radius on the sides of the scroll

vanes showed that the lapping procedure produced good results on the flat

surfaces; but it did not produce a uniform shape in the corners. The

need to enlarge the external radius on the flat tips of the scroll vanes

* shows that the phase angle (Appendix A) between the scroll plates was not

held as precisely in the pump as it was in the lapping fixture. The

phase angle was held by the Oldham ring in both the pump and the lapping

fixture and the clearances were the same. The difference was that the

Oldham ring in the pump was positioning the phase angle on a smaller
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diameter than in the lapping fixture. So for the same clearances the

phase angle change was greater in the pump.

The overall efficiencies (Figure 10) showed widespread differences

from run to run. The overall efficiency was expected to be low at lower

pressures because the losses would be a higher percent of energy input.

There is no apparent explanation.

DESCRIPTION OF PROTOTYPE--SECOND-GENERATION PUMP

BASIC DESIGN '

The second-generation pump uses a synchronously rotating drive method

to generate the required relative motion between the two scroll plates.3

Figure 18 is a sectional view of the pump. Briefly described, the drive

is accomplished by directly mounting the driver scroll plate on the center-

line of the input drive shaft. The driven scroll plate is mounted about

itsown center on bearings so that the centerlines of the scroll plates

are parallel, but not colinear. An Oldham ring is mounted between the

two plates to maintain proper phase angle, but to allow for the different

centerline positions. With this arrangement, both scroll plates rotate I
synchronously about their own ceater so balancing is straightforward.

The Oldham ring, rotates, but it also orbits twice for each shaft revolu-

tion on a diameter equal to the orbiting radius between the scroll plates.

The Oldham ring is not balanced, however, the unbalanced force is not

significant.

* Pumping is accomplished in a manner similar to that described for

the first-generation pump. The pump suction chamber is at the center of

the two scroll plates. The discharge chamber is around the outside

diameter of the two plates. Figure 19 shows the progression of the pocket i
when both plates rotate. The driven scroll plate is mounted so that the

orbiting radius can be adjusted. There are two mechanical face seals
behind each of the scroll plates. In operation, the pressures in the

areas between the seals were controlled to provide for axial positioning

of the two scroll plates. A low-pressure mechanical shaft seal is used

where the drive shaft passes through the case. The capability to
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Figure 19 -Pocket Progression -- Synchronously Rotating Drive -

Second-Generation Pump
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dynamically balance the synchronously rotating scroll plates made it

advantageous to increase the orbiting radius because the radial bearing

load can be approximated by dividing the input torque by the orbiting

radius. Therefore, for a given input power, the larger the orbiting

radius, the lower the radial bearing load.

The rate of change of the volume of the pocket between two scroll

vanes at the time when discharge begins is less when pumping from inside

to outside than the converse. The volume in a pocket for pumping in both

directions is shown in Figure 20. Because the rate of change of the

volume is less, the overpressurization of a pocket in the second-generation

pump is reduced. The overpressurization was considered negligible, and

it was decided to evaluate the pump first without the additional discharge

p orts used in the first-generation pump.

FABRICATION

Conventional machining techniques were used for all of the components

except the scroll plates. These were machined with a vertical milling

machine equipped with a traversing table geared to a horizontally mounted

rotary table. After machining, the plates were lapped in a fixture sim-

ilar to that described for the first-generation pump. After the proper

phase angle was located and the lapping was finished, the Oldham ring

inserts and the Oldham ring were fitted to produce the required phase

angle between the two scroll plates. Then, the plates were removed from

the fixture and balanced separately. Figure 21 shows the driver scroll

plate and the Oldham ring guides after balancing.

TEST PROCEDURE--SECOND-GENERATION PUMP

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The second-generation pump's piping system is basically the same as

that for the first-generation pump.

The only modification to the piping system is control of the pressure

in the areas behind both plates. Tubing was installed to control the

pressure in the seal cavity behind the driver plate. With this
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arrangement, the force necessary to keep the two rotating scroll plates

together is applied behind both plates at the same time.

The pump is driven by a direct-coupled 30 hp (22.4 kW) variable speed

dc motor.

INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation and parameters measured on the second-generation

pump remained the same as those for the first-generation pump.

The linear voltage-displacement transducer could be mounted exter-

nally to measure the distance the shaft moved axially, because the input

shaft was directly connected to the driver scroll. The transducer was

mounted so that it measured the movement of a disk attached to the input

shaft (Figure 18).

OPERATION

As in the first-generation pump, a test run was four hours or less

in duration. As explained in the system description, the two plates were

located axially by pressure control. Nitrogen supplied a positive head

of 25 to 40 psi (1.7 to 2.7 x 10 5Pa) and the oil was maintained at a
uniform temperature of 100 V (38 C).

The dc motor was started at its lowest speed (approximately 200 rpm).

Then, the cavities behind tba plates were pressurized to bring the plates

together. Discharge pressure was controlled either by throttling the

- discharge or by varying the speed of the motor. Discharge pressure

could also be controlled to a small degree by the axial location of the

plates.

Data was taken for a constant discharge pressure at various motor

speeds and plate clearances. The data was then reduced and analyzed. If

conditions warranted, the pump was disassembled and inspected. After

reassembly, a new test was run at a different discharge pressure.

RESULTS--SECOND-GENERATION PUMP

The pump was operated at discharge pressures of less than 200 psi

(1. x 0 6Pa) and at various speeds to evaluate the drive arrangement.
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The drive operated quietly and smoothly through a speed range of 200 to

2800 rpm in spite of unbalanced Oldham ring forces computed to be 41 lbf

(182.4 N) at 2800 rpm.

When compared to the first-generation pump, control of the phase

angle between the two scroll plates was improved in the second-generation

pump for two reasons. First, the diameter of the Oldham ring in the

second-generation pump was larger than the one used in the first-

generation pump; so for the same clearances, the angle change in the

second-generation pump would be less. Second, the Oldham ring used in

the second-generation pump was fitted between the two scroll plates while

the plates were still in the lapping fixture: whereas the Oldham ring

used in the first-generation pump was aligned in the pump housing. This

produced an initial misalignment of the phase angle in the first-generation

pump that was corrected before the evaluation of the performance of the

pump began. The Improved control of the phase angle was verified when

the scroll plates in the second-generation pump were inspected after

operation. The external radius of the scroll vanes did not show a heavy

wear pattern. The wear pattern on the flat portions of the vanes was

also very uniform, which again indicates a more correct phase angle.

When the scroll plates were pushed into each other by pressurizing

the areas behind the plates the flowrate increased as would be expected.

But, as more pressure was applied, violent pressure surges began. Modifi-

- cations were made to the piping network to reduce the variations in the

force pushing the plates together, but no improvement resulted. The

source of supply for the pressure behind the plates was changed from the

discharge line to a pulsation-free source. The violent pressure surges

could not be eliminated.

The closure ratio (i.e., pressure behind the plates divided by the

* i discharge pressure) versus shaft speed is shown in Figure 22. The volu-

metric efficiency versus shaft speed is shown in Figure 23. The data for

both of these figures were taken when the pressure surges first began.

While obtaining these data, the guides that positioned the Oldham

ring failed. However, neither the scroll plates nor the vanes were dam-

aged. Figures 24 and 25 show the Oldham ring and the Oldham ring guides.
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DISCUSSION--SECOND-GENERATION PUMP

The pressure surges were caused by fluctuations in the axial forces

(which control their relative position) on the scroll plates. These are I
the same abrupt force changes as those discussed with regard to the first-L

generation pump, but the magnitude is much greater for the same discharge

pressure (Figure 26). This is a consequence of using a larger orbiting

radius to reduce the radial bearing loads in the original design. The
scroll plates form two pockets, but they both discharge at the same time;

hence, the area normal to the scroll plate that discharges at the same

time is larger. The result is that the full, displaced volume of the

pump changes from suction pressure to discharge pressure at the same

time. However, the relationship of speed and pressure behind the plates

and the point where the pressure surges begin does suggest an explanation

of the surges. If the pressure changes in the pockets due to discharge

j. and suction pressure were the same at all speeds, the average force open-

ing the scroll plates would be a constant. In this case, it would be

expected that for the same conditions the plates would separate less atj

higher speeds because the time period required to accelerate the plates

away from each other is dependent on shaft speed. However, the pressure

surges did not reduce as the shaft speed increased. Therefore, it can

be assumed that the force opening the plates increased as the shaft speed

was increased. The pressure rise caused by insufficient discharge-port

area increases as the shaft speed increases. Therefore, it appears that

the forces that moved the plates apart were caused by overpressurization

associated with the undersized discharge port area.

Time did not permit installation of additional discharge ports like

those used in the first-generation pump. But, the first-generation pump 1
results showed a loss of control of the axial position of the moving

scroll plate above 500 psi (3.4 x 10 6Pa). If this loss of control of

the axial position of the moving scroll plate was also caused by over-

pressurization associated with insufficient discharge area, then the model

used to predict the required discharge area is not correct.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The first-generation pump demonstrated high volumetric. efficiencies
6

at pressures below 500 psi (3.4 x 10 Pa). The leakage model previously

discussed was used to plot the predicted volumetric efficiency for corn-

binations of flank clearances and tip clearance in the first-generation
pump. This was calculated for a discharge pressure of 3000 psi (2.07 x

10 7o Pa) and is shown in Figure 27. Figure 27 points out the clearances

that must be maintained for a desired volumetric efficiency. The clear-j

ances are very small, but they are not out of current machining capabil-

ities.C
The second-generation pump with the synchronously rotating drive

system allowed higher shaft speeds without the vibration associated with

the orbiting drive arrangement. This pump also showed that the mechanism

to locate the phase angle should be placed on as large a diameter as

possible.

The feasibility of the scroll pump has been established. Further
development effort will be necessary to verify the models that have been

made and to demonstrate the actual volumetric efficiency. Evaluation of

* the mechanical efficiency and long-term life is also required.
In view of other pump concepts that are now being developed for

naval use, it has been decided not to continue the development of the
scroll hydraulic pump at this time. However, if, in the future, other

* concepts cannot produce their currently projected efficiencies, the scroll
- hydraulic pump should be reevaluated for continued development.

Future work should take into account the following design recoin-

mendations.

SCROLL PLATES

The scroll plates should be designed with regard to the axial force

fluctuations resulting from the change in pressure of the trapped pocket.

At the least, a four-pocket geometry should be employed to help minimize

this fluctuating force. However, increasing the number of pockets results

in a small orbiting radius which can produce prohibitive radial bearing

loads that may limit pump life. Therefore, a tradeoff has to be made

A '- 42
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between axial force fluctuations and radial bearing load. The additional

discharge ports should be evaluated experimentally to verify the model.

DRIVE METHOD

The synchronously rotating drive method, like that used in the

second-generation pump, should be used with some modifications. The

Oldham ring could be replaced by connecting the two plates via gears on a

separate shaft. The pump could also be driven through this extra shaft.

The scroll plates would spin about their own centers and would be mounted

on bearings. One scroll plate should be mounted so that it would be pos-

sible to adjust the orbiting radius. This configuration would create the

required relative orbiting motion with only rotary motion of all compo-

* nents. The plates should be mechanically located in the axial direction

rather than attempt to use fluid pressure behind one of the scroll plates

to maintain the desired axial clearance. Experience showed that too little

pressure behind the plate resulted in low volumetric efficiency and too

much pressure lead to galling of the plates. Provision should be made for

setting, adjusting, and maintaining the axial clearance between the two

scroll plates.

MEASUREMENTS

Efforts should be made to measure the pressure in a pocket while

the pump is operating. This would verify that the additional discharge

- ports are large enough and it would also show how fast the pressure in the

pocket changes.

Techniques should be evaluated for measuring the axial load on the

scroll plates. This would verify the load on the bearings and make it

possible to predict bearing life.
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APPENDIX A

SCROLL GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

The purpose of this appendix is to define the principal equations

used in this report and to explain the terms used when working with scroll

vanes. It is recommended that readers manipulate these equations and

extend them for their individual applications.

From the mathematical definition of an involute, the distance from

a point tangent to the generating circle, Z, is expressed

AB = Z = r 6
g

where r 9is the radius of the generating circle and 6 is the angle in

radians measured from the position at which the involute begins to the

position at which the line is perpendicular to the tangent line (Fig-

ure 28). The involute can also be thought of as the path described by

the end of a string unwinding from a cylinder.

The pitch of the involute is simply

pitch = r 92nr

) It is emphasized that all measurements of distance are lines that pass

tangent to the generating diameter.

* The thickness of a vane, t, is equal to

where 0 is the angle in radians between the position at which one edge

of the vane begins and the position at which the other edge begins

(Figure 29).

In order for a pair of scrolls to be put together, the plates must be

positioned a phase angle a~ away from each other. This angle can be

described
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where NV is the number of vanes on a plate. Referring to Figure 29, there

is one vane on each plate. Therefore, a - w.

Another out-of-phase angle that is used is the angle y, which is the

angle between mating scroll surfaces. The mating surfaces that form the

seal in the pocket and the angle between them is expressed

The radius that one scroll plate orbits about the center of the other

scroll plate is the orbiting radius, r o. This is expressed

" r =ry
o g

AREA OF A POCKET

Figure 30 shows the differential piece of involute area. This tri-

angular area can be described

I (r 6) (r ed6)

where (r g) is the base of the triangle and (r ede) is the height. The
g g

area of a bounded involute is the sum of the differential triangular

pieces or

A1 = (rg0) (rg0d0)

after integrating

2 2
i .r

I 6
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The area of a pocket bounded by two scroll vanes is the difference between

the involute areas contained by the outside and inside sealing surfaces.

This is shown in Figure 31 and the symbol convention used for the tangency

point angle 0

8IS = inner sealing surface at the start of the pocket

IE = inner sealing surface at the end of the pocket

8OS - outer sealing surface at the start of the pocket

BOE = outer sealing surface at the end of the pocket

The area of a pocket, AP, is then written

r 2  aOE r 2 SIE

6 6
80S 81S

which, after substitution, reduces to

2

Ap =- 0- (80E 3 - 80S - 8 E 3  US 3)
AP 6

but BOE - 81E + y

and 8OS -8IS + y

and 81S - 81E -

After substitution and expansion this reduces to

2

Ap (2BIE - 0 + 0y)

and simplifying

~2

Ap --- (2M1E - 0 + y)

-=. . . . . -. ....
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APPENDIX B

LEAKAGE PAST THE FLANK OF THE SCROLL VANES

The length of the perimeter of an involute pocket L is expressed

0 
2

L= (rge) do

01

where 0 and 0 are the end points of the desired length. Integrating
1 2

and simplifying yields

L2 - 0111e2 e2".L=f rg 2

If 02= 91 + 21r, then L can be expressed

L = 2r (01 +

In this form, the relationship for L is very similar to the equation for

- the circumference of a circle. The difference is that the radius used in

this case is the average of the maximum and minimum lengths Z tangent to

the generating circle. Letting

X =Org (01 )

and

R =rg (e 1

X becomes

X OR
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Figure 32 shows the shape of a pocket between two scroll vanes f or a

pocket that has been straightened. In this case, when the gap between

the two vanes forming a pocket is a maximum, X is equal to nR.

The gap between the two vanes is

gap =r (1 - Cosa)

Because, in practice, there is a clearance Y 0between the two sides,

this must be included. The total gap between two scroll vane sides Y is

expressed

The head loss H L through:a section ofpipe is

2

HL 2g CD

and

P

where V = velocity through the section

* = dimensional conversion factor

D -hydraulic diameter

f - friction factor

p - density

Equating and rewriting

dP -V f()
*dX 2g CD
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Assuming laminar flow with a friction factor approximated by

64 641gc
e

where P is the absolute viscosity and Re is the Reynolds Number. Sub-

stituting into Equation 1,

dP = 32W (2)
dX D2It

The hydraulic diameter is four times the ratio of the cross-sectional

area to the wetted perimeter. Substituting

D = 4 (Y H)

2 (Y + H)I

where H is the height of the scroll vane. Substituting into Equation 2

dP 32V (3
dX 2 (3)

The flowrate through the gap between the scroll vanes is

ffi AGPV - (YH) pV

where AG is the area of the gap. Solving for V and substituting into

Equation 3

32 i

£ dP _ _ _

dX 2YH 12

IY + HI

56
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Simplifying

dP 86P (Y + H)
2

dX py 3H 3

J

Rearranging

M1(Y +H) 2Xp3H3dP PY 3H 3 d

Integrating

X

AP 8_ (Y+ H) 2

pH3 1 3 dX

0

Recalling the maximum value of Y occurs at X = nR. Putting in these

limits and multiplying by R/R, the equation becomes

- 2

AP = R (Y + H) 2 dX

* pH3  y3 R

0

Recalling

X eR

Rearranging and taking the derivative

dX
=R

57
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Substituting and adjusting the limits

AP =8 R f (Y + H)2

Ap = 3I de
pH3  y 3

0

Rearranging and substituting Y = Y + (1 - cose) r 0

0 Y + (I- cos) r 0

Simplifying

2
rT H

APpHY3  1 + (1 - case) Y2+

8pR0 0 30 d

0 l + (1 - cose) H
0~

Let A = r/Y and B = H/Yo. From trigonometric identities, the following

substitutions will be used

1 + Z
2

de = 2dZ

-1
e 2tan Z

58
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Making these substitutions and adjusting the limits gives

0i - z2

o___ Y 1 +z 2dZJ l =- z2  3 l+ Z2

o 1+ 1- A

Expanding and simplifying

3 o2
SApH3Y 2

o 1 + B + Z (I + 2A + B) dZ
166PR 2 3

1 + z 2 (1 + 2A)

Letting

C =1 +B

E 1 + 2A + B

F I + 2A

* and substituting

APH_3Y6 (C + Z2E) dZ (4)
164 (1 + Z2 F.3

Using partial fractions to evaluate the integral

59
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(Z2E + C) LZ + M + NZ + O + PZ + Q
(Z2F + 1) 3  (Z2F + 1) (Z2F + 1)2 (Z2F + 1)3

where L, M, N, 0, P, and Q are arbitrarily defined constants. From 'I

algebra

(Z2E + C) (LZ + M)(Z2F + 1)2 + (NZ + O)(Z2F + 1) + PZ + Q

(Z2F + 1)3  (Z2F + 1)(Z2F + 1)
2  (Z2F + 1)2(Z2F + 1) (Z2F + 1)

lb
Expanding both sides of this equation and equating coefficients

Order
25 0 =LF

4 E2  F2M

3 0 =2FL+NF

2 2EC 2FM + OF

1 C M+0+Q

From the fourth-order equation

F 2  0O

M 0

* Using the above results and inspecting the fifth-order equation

L= 0

Using the above results and inspecting the third-order equation

N= 0

60t
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Using the above results and inspecting the first-order equation

P- 0

The fourth-order equation can be solved for H and the result sub-

stituted into the second-order equation. This equation can be solved for,

0 and the results substituted into the first-order equation. The results

are

M = E2/F
2

2EFC - 2E
2

0 = 2
2 F2

(E2 + 2EFC - 2E 2  - 2

= 2

Recalling

(Z2E + C) 2  LZ + M + NZ + 0 + PZ + Q
2 3 2 2 2 2 3

(Z2F + 1) Z2F + I (Z2F + 1) (Z2F + 1)

* Substituting the results from the partial fractions and integrating

f O 2 2 OD F o- 2 2 ) d(Z2E+ C)2 dZ - I E dZ + I (2EFC-2E)dZ

(z2F + 1)3  F2 (l + z2F) F2 (l + z2F)
2

0 0 0

O O

+ f (C2F2  E2  2EFC + 2E 2 ) dZ (5)
F2  2 3

I (l + z2F)
0
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The components from Equation 5 are assigned as follows:

Component A: F2 (E 2 Z2

n B (F + Z F)
0

Component B: ( C - 2E 2 )  dZ2

f CF ( + z 2F ) d2

0

•Integrating Component A and reducing it givesI:

| ° j 1. tan-1 (Zi;F)]1

* Integrating Component B and reducing it gives

2 (1+FZ2) + an)

"J 2 (EFC - 2E2)

Swhere S F2

F 0

62
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Integrating Component C and reducing it gives

2 2 2 4 F tan (Z )T4 (1 + FZ2) 2 (1 + FZ2) F

where T (F2C - 2EFC + 2E)

F2

Letting

S (tan1 (Z F)

z
2 (1 + Fz )

Z

4 (1 + FZ )
2

Components A, B, and C of Equation 5 become

00
Component A J I1 1

SComponent B - S III + 1 1 ) +

.00
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To evaluate I, substitute Z - tan e with limits 0

From power series

2 VT

• Evaluating II, substitute for Z again

11 2
2(1 tan )

II = 2

Evaluating the limits

II=0

Evaluating III, substitute for Z again

8II=tan 1

i Evaluating the limits
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Recalling Equation 4 and substituting the results of Equation 5 (Com-

ponents A, B, and C)

.P +H (II + -1 1 + T (III + 3 (11 + -1 1
16 iiR 2 + S2

Substituting the values for I, II, and III yields

APpH-3y 0 IJi %

2 F1 2 Il2 J W22 2

Simplifying

AppH3y

tAPpH 3Y 0(1 j+ I+ T~
166PR 2F 2 81

Substituting the values for J, S, and T this reduces to

"A pR 3 2.5 FC (2E + 2FC) + 3E2
6p 2.5 3E

Solving for 6

APpH3y F
2 .5

7rjR ((FC (2E + 3FC) + 3E2)

where A - ro/Y

B - H/Y
II

C -1 +B
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E - 1 + 2A + B

F - 1 + 2A

Although the result is quite long, further substitution does not

produce a simpler form.

6

a

!"e
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